CSE Main Paper GS 3 Science and Technology 2017
Extracts from CSE (Main) syllabus for Compulsory Paper 4 General Studies Paper 3
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1. India's Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In): the
government's apex watchdog against cyber attacks, had instructed banks
to be on heightened alert on October 7, 2016 had warned about “expected
targeted attacks from Pakistan“, in the wake of India's counter strike
across the border following terrorist attacks in Jammu and Kashmir.
The malware infection put 3.2 million debit cards at risk, although
the loss, through unauthorised withdrawals across the world, has been
pegged at Rs. 1.3 crore by the National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI). The government and the Reserve Bank of India have ordered
banks and payment gateways to investigate the breach.
2. The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) on 15.02.2017,
successfully launched 104 satellites, including India's weather
observation Cartosat 2 Series, in a single mission, onboard its dependable
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Polar rocket. It improved upon the standing Russian space agency's
record of launching 37 satellites in a single mission in 2014, ISRO
injected the Cartosat-2 Series satellite and 103 nano satellites into precise
orbit. The previous highest number of satellites launched by ISRO in one
mission was 20 in June 2015. So far, ISRO has launched 226 satellites,
including 179 belonging to foreign countries. The countdown time has
also been reduced from 52 hours to 23 hours.
The Indian National Committee for Space Research, founded in
1962, was transformed into ISRO in 1969. India became a member of the
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) in June 2016.
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3. Cobalt as super alloy and the green economy metal:

4. Indian Railway Station Redevelopment Corporation (IRSDC) and World
Resource Institute (WRI)-India, where the Hudson Yards redevelopment
project in New York was discussed. The Hudson Yards project involves
five 50-90 storeyed commercial-cum-residential towers, malls and large
public squares on a 28acre expanse. The entire complex is being
constructed over an operational rail yard and the plan is real estate
development above the tracks, in Bhopal and Delhi.
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5. Smart Cities Jul 05 2016 : The Economic Times (Delhi)
Smart Cities Need More Than Smart Talk
Main Points:
1. As India urbanises, the authorities need to change town planning.
This alone can avoid the urban sprawl around the developing world.
2. India's Smart City programme must go beyond making the city safe,
productive energy efficient.
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3. Being prepared for future growth needs to become a necessary
condition of smartness.
4. A number of urban clusters can be envisaged across the nation and
the growth of each cluster planned taking the rest into account.
5. India values capital too much to adopt a policy of building towns
first, expecting them to be filled up sooner or later.
6. Demand has to precede supply, at the level of actual construction.But
planning should run ahead of actual demand.
7. Sufficiently large part of the surface plan of town's future expansion
that is made up of roads, parks, playgrounds and other public spaces
must be laid in advance. Retrofitting vital infrastructure on a densely
8.

settled stretch of urban sprawl will be hugely expensive.
The challenge here is summoning the political will to stop
encroachment as well. For example, even after a Supreme Court
directive, the government of Chhattisgarh is finding it difficult to
demolish a temple built on unauthorized land.

6. Mar 21 2017 : The Economic Times (Delhi)
The Pure Sciences Matter, Stupid!

It's not just engineering that the economy needs
Main Points:
1. New insights in physics, chemistry , biology, etc, will drive the
commercial opportunities of the future. There is a need to encourage
pure science,
2. India's dreams of building a knowledge economy and staying
competitive, will depend on overhauling its education system.
3. Basic sciences and research remuneration structure needs to be
overhauled for those who pursue pure science.
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4. the insights of quantum mechanics are being put into a range of
activities from computing to communications and cryptography to
mineral exploration and creation of new materials.
5. Cell biology offers new ways to store information.
6. Nano technologies derive from new advances in chemistry and the
science of materials. Countries that do not generate indigenous
capacity in these emerging fields of world changing technology will
suffer in future.
7. India's approach to science education is complicated. At school,
those who excel are pushed into engineering or medicine. This has to
change.
8. India spends less than 1% of its GDP on research and development
(R&D). South Korea and Singapore are 4.3% and 2.2%.
9. In India, 60% of R&D spend is by government, 4% by universities,
and the remaining by business.
10. The research spending by universities needs to increase.
11. The reward for those who create new knowledge in the universities,
has to be increased by re examining research priorities in government
labs.
7. Artificial Intelligence.
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